Lower Division

CSUB 101 Roadrunner RUSH-A Seminar (2)
This seminar introduces first-time freshman students to important issues for academic and career success at CSUB, including, but not limited to, managing time and money, learning how to learn, reading/listening/taking notes, thinking logically and critically, communicating effectively, taking exams/writing papers, avoiding violations of academic integrity, growing personally and interpersonally, living healthy, and exploring majors and careers. FYE

CSUB 103 Roadrunner Passion to Learn (2)
Faculty shares their passion to learn about a specific subject/topic with students. Each seminar course is unique reflecting the engagement of the faculty in a search for information about their interests. In this course, students and faculty will collaborate to identify resources and develop skills needed so they can find answers to their inquiry. The goal is for students to develop an understanding of how academic experiences can be applied to a variety of contexts. This transfer of knowledge and skills encourages personal development and lifelong learning. Students should review the topics and select the course that is of interest to them. This course meets concurrently with CSUB 303.

CSUB 105 Roadrunner Ambassadors (2)
This activities-based course provides an opportunity for first-time freshman students to apply their knowledge from CSUB 101 and 103 by learning to become a “student ambassador” for the university. Roadrunner ambassadors will assist university programs in outreach, recruitment, peer advising, peer mentoring, and any other activity that enhances the learning experience of CSUB students. This course meets concurrently with CSUB 305.

Upper Division

CSUB 301 Roadrunner RUSH-A Seminar (2)
This seminar introduces new transfer and re-entry students to important issues for academic and career success at CSUB, including, but not limited to, managing time and money, learning how to learn, reading/listening/taking notes, thinking logically and critically, communicating effectively, taking exams/writing papers, avoiding violations of academic integrity, growing personally and interpersonally, living healthy, and exploring majors and careers.

CSUB 303 Roadrunner Passion to Learn (2)
This seminar introduces new transfer and re-entry students to a faculty’s passion to learn through inquiry about a specific subject/topic. Each seminar course is unique reflecting the engagement of the faculty in a search for information about their interests. In this course, students and faculty will collaborate to identify resources and develop skills needed so they can find answers to their inquiry. The goal is for students to develop an understanding of how academic experiences can be applied to a variety of contexts. This transfer of knowledge and skills encourages personal development and lifelong learning. Students should review the topics and select the course that is of interest to them. This course meets concurrently with CSUB 103.

CSUB 305 Roadrunner Ambassadors (2)
This activities-based course provides an opportunity for new transfer and re-entry students to apply their knowledge from CSUB 301 and 303 by learning to become a “student ambassador” for the university. Roadrunner ambassadors will assist university programs in outreach, recruitment, peer advising, peer mentoring, and any other activity that enhances the learning experience of CSUB students. This course meets concurrently with CSUB 105.